a. Model for spread of infectious disease using base solution as an indicator of the disease. Each student gets a cup with a solution, 19 have just water and only one has the basic solution. After students mix the solution with partners we add a pH indicator into the cup to see who is infected and who is healthy.
b. Test "samples" from infected patients (the problem); each pair of students tests samples from 6 patients.
Solution will turn either pink/yellow (acid/base reaction) on 6-wells plates. Since all patients were reported sick they are all infected with something. The two colors result means that 2 different agents are causing illness.
Part 3. Symptoms and Parasites: Each pair of students gets case study portfolio to analyze one case study of one of the six patients they tested. They review symptoms and find 4 common symptoms. Begin to eliminate a group of microbes (parasite, fungus, bacteria, virus) based on the symptoms presented by patients (i.e., not parasite because infected present with a fever). Students eliminate parasites as the potential microbe causing the illnesses (see microbes guide).
List of symptoms: Fever, Chills, Nausea, Vomiting, Stomach Cramping, Sore Throat, Fatigue and Diarrhea.
List of symptoms common in all cases: Fever, Nausea, Vomiting and Fatigue. Part 4. Culturability and Viruses: Each pair of students is given their patient's simulated agar plate (glue dots on petri dish). Growth is observed. Since viruses don't grow on this media, microbes causing illnesses cannot be a virus (refer to microbes guide). Once the students analyze the results they get a code for the bacteria (see Tables 2 and 3 
Connecting to the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)
Below is a chart that highlights some of the main connections between the materials presented in "Outbreak" and the NGSS. "Outbreak" exposes students to topics in both the physical and life sciences. Activities are cited that provide students with experiences in each of the three Dimensions 
